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About Cocaine
Anonymous

Cocaine Anonymous is a fellowship of men and

women who share their experience, strength and

hope with each other that they may solve their

common problem and help others to recover from

their addiction. The only requirement for

membership is a desire to stop using cocaine and

all other mind‐altering substances.

There are no dues or fees for membership; we are

fully self supporting through our own

contributions. We are not allied with any sect,

denomination, politics, organization, or institution.

We do not wish to engage in any controversy and

we neither endorse nor oppose any causes. Our

primary purpose is to stay free from cocaine and all

other mind‐altering substances, and to help others

achieve the same freedom.

SCTA‐CA Contact Phone Numbers
Austin: (512) 339 – HELP (4357)

Kerrville: (830) 624 – 9467
San Antonio: (210) 232 ‐ 6382
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Donations
Area

Donations
H&I

A Vision for You   
Circle & Triangle  
Drop Kick Rocks   
Step Brothers & Step Sisters 
Austin H&I

Drop Kick Rocks
Circle & Triangle
Boiled as an Owl
Rio Grand Valley
CA 183
Age of Miracles
Downtown CA
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Heart & Soul Sisters
Boiled as an Owl
Age of Miracles
A Vision for You
The Truth, the Light, and
the Way 2

Recovery Text
The Truth, the Light, and the
Way 2
Heart & Soul Sisters
Bankrupt Idealist
A Vision for You



Friday 7pm  
Kyle Freedom Group 
801 N. Burleson
St. Anthony Church
Classroom 8 
Kyle, Texas 78640

New Area Groups
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Thursday 730

Square Pegs
4430 Manchaca
Austin, TX

Tues/Thursday 6am

Early Bird
Meditation meeting
7517 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78752



Area Archive

What is the
SCTA Archives?
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Our mission is to acquire, document, and
permanently preserve the history of Cocaine

Anonymous in the South Central Texas Area. By
making the Archives accessible to members of

C.A., it will provide an understanding of the work
and progression of C. A. within our Area.

Members of past or
current groups that can
help provide information

for group histories.

Those that would like to be of service
and assist SCTA Archives.

Anything pertaining to C.A. is welcome.

Contact Liz:
archives@ca-

scta.org



Upcoming Area
Information
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Austin is working on
submitting a bid to host the
CA World Convention in  . It

would be the first World
Convention in Austin!
Please contact for more

information:
Jessie G: delegate-c@ca-scta.org

Natalie L.: delegate-alt@ca-
scta.org



Meet, Eat &

Greet
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Fundraiser for the Delegates:
March 19th, 2016 at 12pm

7517 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78752

10am- 1pm

Please contact for more information:
Mark N.: delegate-a@ca-scta.org
Debbi S.: delegate-b@ca-scta.org
Jessie G: delegate-c@ca-scta.org

Natalie L.: delegate-alt@ca-scta.org

T-Shirts: $20
Plates of food: $5
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Unity Commitee

Get Involved!

Please contact the Area Chair
if you are interested in

participating in service or
have ideas for events, contact

unity@ca-scta.org
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

Unity Chair

Get
Involved!



Hotline
These phone
numbers are
available to
anyone with
questions about
recovery.

San Antonio

Austin

(210) 232-6382
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If you would like to be added to the
hotline phone list, please contact:

hotline@ca-scta.org

Kerrville

(830) 719-4889

(512) 339-4357

Reach Out!
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Meditation Book
$15

CA Literature

Contact Area Delegates

Mark:
delegate-a@ca-scta.org

Jessie:
delegate-c@ca-scta.org



Submissions

Continued

Heather Medina (daughter of Debbi
“Princess” S.) personally wrote the

poem.



Submissions

1. What does the word "recovery" mean to
you?

2. How did you get introduced to recovery?

Continued

1. Recovery is defined by a renewal of my mind
to seek spiritual wellness instead of chemical
escape.

2. A friend who loved me enough to confront
me with my reckless behaviors shared about
how AA changed his life.

Karl B.



Submissions

1. What does the word "recovery" mean to
you?

2. How did you get introduced to recovery?

Continued

This has evolved drastically over the time that
I have been sober. In the beginning it meant
freedom from the mental obsession that was
running my life. Then it became more about
learning how to live in harmony with God's
children. Today it means doing what I can to
repay the women who showed me how to
recover and becoming the woman God
intended me to be. It means being awake and
as free as I can be so I can carry a message of
hope even in the darkness.

Jaime K.



Submissions

1. What does the word "recovery" mean to
you?

2. How did you get introduced to recovery?

Continued

The word recovery for me is special in that it
means that I am on my way to a spiritual
experience sufficient enough to aid me in my
efforts to never drink alcohol or use drugs ever
again. Recovery means I have a chance at a
healthy life. A happy life. It also means I have
more work to do. Recovery means that if I
have enough courage to finish, if I have
enough faith to continue, I will have the
promise of a hopeful state of mind and body.
Recovery means that I have a chance, if I can
keep working.

Allen J.



Feel free to submit your experience
for the next issue of The Pipeline at

newsletter@ca-scta.org

Question:

What are activities you have been able to
experience in recovery?

Next Area Meeting:
March 19th, 2016 at 12pm

7517 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78752


